Temperature-based death time estimation with only partially known environmental conditions.
The temperature-oriented death time determination is based on mathematical model curves of postmortem rectal cooling. All mathematical models require knowledge of the environmental conditions. In medico-legal practice homicide is sometimes not immediately suspected at the death scene but afterwards during external examination of the body. The environmental temperature at the death scene remains unknown or can only be roughly reconstructed. In such cases the question arises whether it is possible to estimate the time since death from rectal temperature data alone recorded over a longer time span. The present study theoretically deduces formulae which are independent of the initial and environmental temperatures and thus proves that the information needed for death time estimation is contained in the rectal temperature data. Since the environmental temperature at the death scene may differ from that during the temperature recording, an additional factor has to be used. This is that the body core is thermally well isolated from the environment and that the rectal temperature decrease after a sudden change of environmental temperature will continue for some time at a rate similar to that before the sudden change. The present study further provides a curve-fitting procedure for such scenarios. The procedure was tested in rectal cooling data of from 35 corpses using the most commonly applied model of Henssge. In all cases the time of death was exactly known. After admission to the medico-legal institute the bodies were kept at a constant environmental temperature for 12-36 h and the rectal temperatures were recorded continuously. The curve-fitting procedure led to valid estimates of the time since death in all experiments despite the unknown environmental conditions before admission to the institute. The estimation bias was investigated statistically. The 95% confidence intervals amounted to +/-4 h, which seems reasonable compared to the 95% confidence intervals of the Henssge model with known environmental temperature. The presented method may be of use for determining the time since death even in cases in which the environmental temperature and rectal temperature at the death scene have unintentionally not been recorded.